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MEETING OF THE MERRIUM APARTMENTS, TUESDAY, MARCH 14TH, 1989

CHAIRMAN ROBIE:
4

Okay, let's just move right alone.

This is the meeting of the Budget and Finance Committee/
Transportation Committee -- all of the Committees. We have
everyone present on both committees.
As Lynn said the GAI (inaudible) has been moved over
for the next time and we have the first item before us.

9
10

All right, please read number two for us, please.
BOARD SECRETARY: Resolution finding the relocation
of the Merrium Apartments infeasible, approving the concept

11
of Gap Financing for replacement housing, and authorizing the
12
City Manager to negotiate replacement housing.
13
CHAIRMAN ROBIE: All right, before we get started
14
from questions from everybody, I wbuld like to have staff
15
make a presentation.
16
UINDENTIFIED STAFF MEMBER:

Mr. Chairman and Members

17
of the Joint Committees, I would to say that we have had this
18
report done for some time and we are anxious to get it out
19
20
21
22

and -- you know -- for full discussion.
This report, in fact, was requested by Council-on the
-- first on October 4th, 1988, on the hearing on

the

Committee to present the Convention Center expansion. We had

23

a request

24

Merrium' Apartment Building and if it was not feasible to

to look at the feasibility of relocating

25
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the

address other housing.
This Feasibility Report on the relocation of the
Merrium Building and it is considered a subsequent activity ,
-- programming and EIR. We -- the report was done by Turner
Construction and I would like him briefly to make an
introduction because -- his personnel will be here to answer
questions. But the man who is -- does the Business
Development is Jack Quinn. Jack who gives us a hand. John
9
10
11

Thomas is missing today but we have Cris (last name
inaudible) Konkle, the Project Engineer.
Representing Spencer & White, (inaudible) Incorporate

12

is a Relocation Specialist and that's Larry Cuttingham,

13

Executive Vice-President. Uh, not present today but doing -

14

the work on the project is Cole E. Schuber1 & Associates,

15

Structural Engineers.

16

Of course Sam Burns and his staff Carol Brannon from

17

the Finance Department, Tom Homely and David Morry andirod

18

Morris are all staff members and present to answer any

19

questions.

20
21
22
23
24

We going to try to do this quickly so that we can get
„
to your questions. I am starting out in asking Carol Brannon
to give us a staff full review together with all the various
aspects of this report so that it will be more understandable
hopefully to you and members of the public. Carol.
MS. aRANNON:

To continue with the background that

25
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Doc has provided you at the Certification Hearing of October
2

25th, 1988, on the Program EIR for the Community Convention
Center Expansion Project.

4

5

6
7

There are a number of findings and statements of
overrides that were made as part of that certification. The
findings were that the City was going to investigate the
feasibility of relocating the Merrium Apartment Building to a
compatible site in the downtown area.

9
10

If the City determined relocation to not be feasible
then the City would cause the replacement housing to be
constructed. If alternate housing was constructed then the

11
Merrium Apartments would be demolished, thereby, resulting in
12
a significant adverse impact. Those were the findings made
13
on October 25th; 1988, and based on the following statement
14
of an overide for those findings.

15

This report is bring
brought back to you as Doc has mentioned is a subsequent

16
activity of that program EIR.
17
The purpose of the report back and the consultant's
18
study is to determine whether in fact the Merrium Apartment
19
20
21
22

Building is feasible as a relocation effort -- physically
move the building from its present location.
The report back that you're going to hear today does
not deal with the feasibility of retaining the Merrium

23

Building on its present site. That issue is a part of the

24

design 'concerns addressed in the October 4th hearing 1988

25
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I
before you at the Convention Center.
2
3
4
5

6
7

It was determined at that October 4th hearing based
on substantial oral testimony by consultants that it was not
feasible to retain the Merrium onsite -- and at the same time
-- achieve the continuous -- the square footage desired for
the expansion of the Exhibit Hall. As a result of that
determination, the Counsel directed staff to determine the
feasibility of relocating the Merrium to a new site.

9

And with that what I would like to do is turn the

10

program over to the consultants that were retained -- Turner

11

(inaudible) Construction so that they may go through with you

12

their findings in terms of feasibility of relocating the

13

Merrium Apartment Buildings.

14

CHAIRMAN ROBIE: Yeah, Kemp.

15

MR. KEMP:

On the issue of public housing, I'm

16

wondering if we have made it clear whether or not that

17

housing should be -- if we go ahead -- that staff -- would

18

that housing be made available before anything was done to

19

the Merrium Apartments? Has that issue been clarified or is

20

that something that the Committee should clarify?

21
22
23
24

MS. BRANNON: That issue would have to be determined
by the Committee.
MR. KEMP:

Okay.

CHAIRMAN ROBIE: Thank you.
My question -- excuse me --

BOARD MEMBER (FEMALE):
25 4
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I

my question is exactly on the same line is that replacement

2

happening? Is -- have we identified where, if we go ahead

3

with this have we identified where in the neighborhood -- you

4

know -- that replacement housing would be -- you know -- what

5
6
7

kind of units are we talking about and the whole thing.
MS. BRANNON:

We do not have the exact to make that

h, a project. However, we plan to select and negotiate
for a project that is within the downtown area and

9
10

specifically that would be within the three rate rings of the
central City and as closed in as possible, the closer the
more desirable.

11
The makeup unit that we would like to see in terms of
12
the rent income levels and the number of units -- we would
13
like to see a set-a-side for low income and moderate inCome
14
15

rent le'vels. And in addition to that, we expect that any
project we would negotiate for would be 41 units or more.

16
And we're trying to achieve more units than the 41, the 41
17
would achieve the one-for-one replacement.

But ca're

18
attempting to -- higher than 41.
19
BOARD MEMBER (FEMALE SPEAKER):
20
21
22
23
24

Have your putting --

have put together a funding schedule for that? MS. BRANNON: No, we haven't that will be a part of
the overall finance.
BOARD MEMBER (FEMALE SPEAKER):
financing.

25
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The overall

I

MR. QUINN:

Let me add to that by saying just to

2

test the market we have taken to our larger providers (CADA &

3

SHIRA) and let some potential projects -- and we have --

4

we've located some very good ones fortunately but we don't

5

want to be site specific at this time simply because --

6

because -- have gone the second action and also we don't want

7

to show the hand as such. But those two major providers

8

and that would be in the downtown area. I am happy to say

9

that its in excess of —.for what is necessary to replace

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

them on a one-to-one basis.
BOARD MEMBER (FEMALE SPEAKER): Last question. We
wouldn't gear this project necessary to CADA to do through.
UNIDENTIFIED (MALE SPEAKER): No, but if we could not
perform at either through SHIRA or through our own sources
using private -- and then I think you should consider CADA
because they have -- they have many many qualified property
-- properties. The question is would they have properties of
-- would they have enough to build this 40 -- 50 units? 11
BOARD MEMBER (FEMALE SPEAKER):

So we just haven't

19

made any of those decisions yet?
20

UNIDENTIFIED (MALE SPEAKER):

No, we can't until we

21'
22

UNIDENTIFIED (MALE SPEAKER): All right, let me ask
23

to make sure that I am clear on something here before, we
24

start talking to consultants. This question of housing -25 6
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I

uh, you're talking about -- there's a distinction here

2

between the 'replacement housing' that is replacing the units

3

that are going to be lost to the function of demolition as

4

opposed to relocation

5

individuals currently now residing in the Merrium Apartments,

6

relocating those specific

is that correct or is that incorrect?
MS. BRANNON: You are correct. The State currently

7

does not have a statute that requires one-for-one replacement
9
10

housing on the part of the City. However, there is a statute
that requires relocation of all tenants and the relocation
benefits could reach a maximum of $164,000 thousand dollars

11

to pay for rent deferentials between the present facility and
12

a facility that we moved a tenant to. That that would be
13

separate fro'm and an addition to replacement housing.
14
UNIDENTIFIED (MALE SPEAKER): Okay, so we're, we're
15

prepared to engage the issue of replacement -- relocation
16

costs?
17

MS. BRANNON:
18
19
20
21

22
23
24

Yes.

UNIDENTIFIED (MALE SPEAKER):

Okay, so that --- so

does being committed in that sense to relocation costs and
then replacement housing, doesn't mean necessarily that we
have to rebuild that housing first before the demolition
occurs?
MS. BRANNON: No, that would be at the direction of
the Committee and Counsel.

RIVER CITY REPORTERS
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I

2
3
4

5
6

Okay, all right, I

want to make sure that those -- because if the Committee
keeps those two housing distinctions in mind that there's a
housing replacement issue and a relocation cost issue. Okay,
all right. Let's just come back to this housing issue -- uh
-- a little bit later on.

7

Let's hear from the consultants.

8

MS. BRANNON: I would like to turn the meeting l over

9

•

UNIDENTIFIED (MALE SPEAKER):

Jake Quinn who is with Turner Construction.

10

CHAIRMAN ROBIE: Okay, Mr. Quinn.

11

MR. QUINN: Good afternoon, ladies and gentlemenl.

My

12

name is Jack Quinn with Turner Construction. And we prepared

13

this report on the relocation of the Merrium Apartments and-

14

what I would like to do is just walk you through it and going

15

about it in three or four minutes describing how you move a

16

building like this.

17

Uh -- the very first thing that we did was --I Ada

18

Moore had asked us to look into this and we contacted a local

19

mover here Montgomery Movers who had done a Feasibility

20
21
22
23
24

Study

on moving the Francisca Apartments and they said, "that it
could be done." But we have long standing experience with
Ceicl R. Apprentice whose major foundation contractor
headquartered in New York with offices out here. I got a
hold of Larry Cuttingham and we did a fair report proving
that you could move it. The problem turns out to be that you

25
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I

can't find a place to move it. But let me tell you how to do

2

this, first. The first thing that we did was to investigate

3

the structural condition of the building. Now this is an

4

occupied building so we could not do any kind of damage

5
6
7

8

survey kinda of thing. What you would typically do if you're
really going to move the building, we'd -- is to chop into
the columns and measure the reinforcing or make sure that
this is a structurally sound building before you move it.
We we're able to do this but if if the decision is to

9
10

-- if we were to move it why we would have to do that. So -uh, the way that you can move a building like this is you --

11

this building that the -- has a concrete frame and has
12

concrete columns and there about 16 foot -- (Please note that
13

the cassette tape 1 has ended and the beginning of cassette
14

tape 2 is beginning). centers -- you typically abandon the
15

basements.

So you dig a five foot pit all around the

16

building and you take 18 inch deep steel beams of about 16
17

foot centers and you -- you lace through the foundational
18

wall in the basement both ways and you then -- uh -- then put
19
210
21

support -- you pick up the loads on the columns -- using
these beams as

you ultimately transfer the load of the

building on to these steal beams that are crisscross.

22

And then you use hydraulic jacks and you lift the

23

building up four or five feet and you have big bulldozers

24

uh

bulldozers type of equipment that then pulling the

25
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building out of its position on rollers -- uh -- and you move
2
3

to where you want to move it too. Uh, the design of the
undercarry of the building will be 18 inch deep beams going
both directions -- overhangs the building about five feet so

5

that it can be stretched -- uh, why we were able to come up

6

with a scheme for lifting the building out of the position it

7

is now the problems that you're into where that -- the

8

building is 72 by 79 feet. And when we tried to find the

9

roof -- the City didn't pick a location they said, "it's

10

going to go five blocks perhaps in some direction."

11

surveyed the adjacent streets at uh -- and most ofthe

12

adjacent streets are eight foot building to building. So the

13

79 foot building would have over an overhanging on eachI side_

14

it is not going to fit between most of the buildings.

15

go we

The only direction that its works is if you move it

16

uh -- forward Capitol Mall at the park and the problem

17

there is when you get there to move it in either direction,

18

you windup cutting down that whole slot -- the 50 year old

19

trees. Uh -- which we also checked with the -- I forget

20

which group it was --

21
22
23
24

BOARD MEMBER (MALE):

Excuse me, Jack. You're going

down over here -- over here -- right here. You're going down
going south down what street now?
MR. QUINN: We -- (inaudible).
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER (MALE): Fourteenth Street.

25
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1
2

MR. QUINN:

That was the only direction that you had

more than 80 feet to move on

3

BOARD MEMBER (MALE): Okay, I see.

4

MR. QUINN:

5

Set back at the Convention Center --

Convention Center -BOARD MEMBER (MALE): And then you would move --

7
8
9
10

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER(s) (FEMALE & MALE): Palm trees.
BOARD MEMBER (MALE):

That's what I figured. You

would -- you would chop down a tree along the park way.
MR. QUINN:

Well, what would happen is --

BOARD MEMBER (MALE):
11
MR. QUINN:

Yeah, right.

Well, what would happen is that you would

12
get right at the bottom of 14th Street -13
BOARD MEMBER (MALE):

Right.

14
MR.

QUINN:

And then -- you see they didn't get

15
the locations so we don't know where we're moving this thing
16
at. That is the only direction it works in.
17
BOARD MEMBER (MALE): I understand that chopping down
18
any tree in this City is a hanging offense, myself.
19
BOARD MEMBER (MALE):
20
21
22
23

•

24

That is what the letter said.

BOARD MEMBER (MALE): Yeah, right, okay.
MS. BRANNON:

If I could interrupt that letter is

being circulated to you from the Departments of General
Services.
• BOARD MEMBER (MALE): And then you came to the dead

25
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end at Capital Mall, is that right?
2

MR. QUINN: Yeah, and that's --

3

MS. BRANNON:

4

5
6

(Inaudible).

MR. QUINN: And the other things that were looked at
were chopping is -- up to smaller pieces maybe in two pieces
and putting it back together again -- and the problem with

7

that is that the building is part of the square building --

8

that's a good shape to move. When you start putting it into

9

smaller pieces you may damage the structure -- that's not a

10

structurally sound -- uh -- shape of the roof. So we we're

11

to price the cost of building this and of that 'case h --

12

and that is the case presumably that you don't damage the

13

City streets. You don't damage the building your moving, if

14

you could find a place to move it.
Uh -- and we're still talking something up around

15
16

$3.7 million dollars which works out to about $130.00 a

17

square foot. And as by letter -- uh -- my cover letter

18

states that our experience is that we did build a brand new

19

building for $85.00 a square foot which would be Up to

20
21
22
23
24

code. And going back to the $130.00 it does include any kind
of upgrades in the building.

Uh - , we'll reconnect n the

plumbing where it was cut off at the basement and reconnect
the heating systems. But there will be no upgrades, they'll
,
still be living with the same old radiators and the same old
uh

wood- stoves, fixtures and alike in the apartments.

25
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BOARD MEMBER CHINN: Mr. Quinn, you said this "$85.00
2

figure."

3

architectural and all that --

4

5
6
7
8
9

Is that a total cost of -- including fees,

MR. QUINN: No, it would be a part of construction
cost fee. Uh -- cost. If you put -- if you complete the
drawings and put it out to bid that's about what you would be
paying $85.00 a square foot. Architectural fees would be 86
-- 7 percent more -BOARD MEMBER CHINN:

Okay.

MR. QUINN: In addition to six or seven percent and
10

than you could have land cost -11

BOARD MEMBER CHINN: And that's assuming that you
12

won't be doing any damage to the building, right?
13

MR. QUINN:

Right.

And the concern is that the

14

loading from the trucks that is supporting this buildihg as
15

it moves -- uh -- will put about seven tons a square foot on
16

the City street. And -- uh -- the street may hold that
17
18
19
20
21

although that's about -- uh -- three times the designed load
typically cf the streets but they do hang a over load for
impact -- uh -- but its certainly will run along the
sidewalks -- I mean sidewalks are just -- you know -- three
and half inches of concrete that's just a -- you know -- chew

22

those all up. And if you have any faults or any sew lines in

23

the street. you may collapse those. It is a very very:risky
,

24

procedure.

25
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I
2
3

BOARD MEMBER (MALE):

Okay, let me ask you

something is there any -- is there any route that you -- I
think that you identified I think five routes --

4

MR. QUINN: Ummm.

5

BOARD MEMBER (MALE):

Are there any routes within

6

those five routes where we would not incur the the cutting of

7

trees at all.

8
9

MR. QUINN: Well, the problem with going in the other
direction is that you don't have enough room between the

10

buildings. I mean, the face that makes the building that is

11

going north on 14th Street -- those buildings are eight feet

12

apart not counting five (inaudible) or anything like that

13

unless you can - remove it temporarily. So you have - you _

14

know you're going to move it -- in the best case you're going

15

to move it 72 foot building down a 80 foot corridor and

16

that's that's like four feet on each side, that wouldn't

17

work.
BOARD MEMBER (MALE):

18
19

You would have to be real real

careful.

20

MR. QUINN: Don't stick your head out of the Window.

21

BOARD MEMBER (MALE):

22
23
24

Yeah, yeah. Well, T'm not

sure how much of this -- how much discussion

Committee

can discuss anything that it wants -- how much discussion we
really ought to ought to get involved in terms of moving
the building down the streets.. Let me ask you --

25
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I

Sure.

MR. QUINN:

BOARD MEMBER (MALE): A question that's been raised
3
4

5
6
7
8
9

by one of the Council Members why is an interesting question.
Why did the report consider moving the building within the
block

itself?

MR. QUINN: Well, we weren't asked to do that. You
could move it within the block. Uh, I don't know where you
would put it on the block and then you could move it -- you
know a 100 feet this feet and alike. One thing that ‘ ,.7as
looked at peremptorily with moving it and putting it between

10

the church and the other buildings there?
11

BOARD MEMBER (MALE):

Did you measure between

12

that's between the trap and the Potadetti (phonetic:ally
13

spelled) Building?
14

MR. QUINN:

Yeah. And it'll fit but it won't work

15

I mean -- you know.
16

BOARD MEMBER (FEMALE): Why?
17
18
19
20
21

BOARD MEMBER (MALE):
this question.

Well, first of all let me ask

How -- What's the -- the width of the

building is what -MR. QUINN:

Seventh-two by 79.

BOARD MEMBER (MALE):

So we're talking -- we're

22

talking what 72 -- to 72 foot -- or what is the 79 foot

23

width, here?

24

ALL BOARD MEMBER ALL AT THE SAME TIME:

25
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Seventy-

I

nine.

2

BOARD MEMBER (MALE): Seventy-nine foot width.

3
4

MR. QUINN:

Seventy-nine is the front of the

building.

5

BOARD MEMBER (MALE):

Is the front, okay, fine.

6

So how much, how much -- how much is -- what is the footage

7

between the Penatonie (phonetically spelled) Building and the

8

church?

9

MR. QUINN: Eighty-two feet, four inches.

10

BOARD MEMBER (MALE): Okay, eighty-two feet/four

11

inches. And if you were to place the building there, now you

12

say the steal framing to move the building you gotta --

13

MR. QUINN: You got five feet.

14

BOARD MEMBER (MALE): You've got fiVe feet. So you

15

could get it there but you could not remove the steal

16

girders?

17

MR. QUINN: Well, the steal girders wouldn't --

18

INAUDIBLE FEMALE VOICE:

19
20
21
22

It wouldn't fit in.

MR. QUINN: It wouldn't fit in.
BOARD MEMBER (MALE): It wouldn't fit in at all.
So that -- is that viable or not viable?
UNIDENTIFIED VOICE (MALE):

Not viable.

MR. QUINN: Not viable. One of the other problems
23

with that is that the church being an old building probably
24

has some kind (inaudible) footing or corbral (phonetically
25
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spelled) brick foundation we don't know that. But that's -its an 1350 structure. Where the walls and foundations will

2
3
4

5
6
7
8

stick out significantly below, if you were going to put a
building in between those two -- say you were going to design
a new building you would probably have to go way down below
those foundations so you didn't disturb the church. And you
would probably use case-ons (phonetically spelled) or
something. You wouldn't drive files next to an old building
like that.

9

BOARD MEMBER (MALE):

Okay, now this -- uh -- would

10

in -- in putting these steal dia-frame (phonetically spelled)
11

around the building -12

MR. QUINN:

Ummmm.

13

BOARD MEMBER (MALE):

To say to •move it on to the

14

site and for it to be between the church and Penatonie
15

(phonetically spelled) if that were a viable idea would €he
16

Navy Building have to come down just in order to put the
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

girders in place -- the diagram in place.
MR. QUINN:

I don't know.

Where is the Navy

Building?
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER (MALE):: Yes.
MR. QUINN:

It would have, yes.
How about the Scofield
•

BOARD MEMBER (MALE)):
Building?

.UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER (MALE):

Yes, the Scofield

7

25
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I
2

Building would stay.
BOARD MEMBER (MALE): I would say that one problem

3

that you would have though in moving it across that dirt lot,

4

I doubt that this -- its probably old basements from prior

5

buildings but I doubt very much that it would take the load

6

of 7 tons of square foot.

7

excavate in there and put back some kind of either compacted

8

filler, cartridge slam to move over.

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

You would probably have, to

BOARD MEMBER (MALE)): Do you have any idea what the
cost would be of that?
MR. QUINN:

Cartridge slam that could be $25„.00

a square foot.
BOARD MEMBER (MALE):

Okay, so you would have to

knock down the Navy Building which would be knocked down
anyway if -- if •you were going to expand the Convention
Center -- uh -- would -- we would have to construct
essentially a pad on which to drive the building over, is
that what you're saying?
MR. QUINN:

Yes, yes. Some how you would have to be

able to support that -- I don't think (inaudible) that part
20

would support it.
21

Larry Cuttingham about the

BOARD MEMBER (MALE):
22

construction of a pad like that to carry that kind of weigh.
23

MR. QUINN: Larry Cuttingham was specified apprentice
24

of this his firm did a -- the study knows that -- you'll -25
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I

ought to say a few words the construction of the pad -- how

2

you would prepare the site.

3

BOARD MEMBER (MALE):

The site in order to slip the

4

building in between those two building -- two other

5

buildings. Why don't you come to the microphone.

6
7
8
9
10

BOARD MEMBER (FEMALE):

Before you (inaudible) if I

could just follow up -- I believe that you're asking these
questions because they did reflect one of the questions that
I had but I think what the point really is that you haven't
studied this alternative setting -- would be the building on
the block?

11

MR. QUINN: It can be moved on the block but I don't
12

think that you can put it between the church and the other
13

building,
14

BOARD .MEMBER (FEMALE):

(Inaudible) but probably

15

looking at the other locations around the block -- especially
16

the locations of the Olen Mills -17

MR. QUINN: No, what we had determined that you can
18
19

20
21
22
23
24

pick the building up and move it, so as long as there is
nothing in the way, you can move it on the block anywhere you
want. That's that's not the problem. Its expensive.
BOARD MEMBER (FEMALE):

Yeah.

MR. QUINN: But it is not a problem.
BOARD MEMBER (FEMALE): So what option would it be
for us to ask for more information on that -- on that option
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I
2
3
4
5
6
7

which is the six floor range -- extensively moving it on the
block because we don't.-- the figures on what the cost would
be (unintelligible transmission) would Turner be the type of
company to answer those questions?
BOARD MEMBER (MALE): For another $30,000.00 I'm sure
that they would.
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:

Let me say something

CHAIRMAN ROBIE: Okay, can I set some ground rules
9

first because we're all talking at the same time. If you

10

would please ask to speak through the Chair I'll recognize

11

you and we will go around the table, okay.

12

BOARD MEMBER CHINN: If I may.

13

CHAIRMAN ROBIE: Yes, Tom.

14

BOARD MEMBER CHINN:

That's an interesting

15

question, however, in my mind I think its only an academic

16

question. I say its academic because of the fact that we're

17

going through an EIR right now on the Committee Center

18

Expansion. We also have a program underway as part of the

19

Committee Center Extension is concerned. In my mind even

213

though the Merrium is probably put in the wrong place as far

21

as expansion is concerned (unintelligible transmission) of

22
23
24

that block would be to have it cleared and not be interrupted
upon my any major building because you won't have enough foot
print space -- foot print area for a sizable Community Center
Expansion.
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As I recall, even in the original "master plan" we

1
2

even had some problems even with the church being in the way

3

but we accommodated ourselves and compromise ourselves to say

4

that yes, the church may have to be there but that's all. If

5

you were to move the Merrium (unintelligible transmission) I

6

don't care (intelligence transmission) east or whatever, I
think that the square -- the foot print is quite limited to

7

any functional use of that block.

And I think . -- and

therefore, I think its an academic question more than

9

anything else.

10

CHAIRMAN ROBIE:

11

Let me try to understand maybe

if we had Sam just for a second here. This question about

12

moving the building around that block regardless if we
13
.

squeeze it in between the church or the Penatbnie

14

(phonetically spelled) Building or next to the Penatonie
15

(phonetically spelled) Building on K Street or whate7et.
16

Sam, uh, the question then becomes --uh -- followed up to
17

Council Member Chinn's question is -- uh --if you leave the
18

Merrium on the block anywhere will you achieve the necessary
19

square footage you need for the expansion of the Center?
20
21
22
23
24

MR. QUINN: A simple answer 'no'.
CHAIRMAN ROBIE: And you need much more additional
square footage.
MR. QUINN:

Uh, that would take away anywhere -- just

the building itself is very close to six to seven thousand --
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seven thousand square feet. You have got to have some room
in front of you and you gotta have some room back -- you just
can't block this open. Uh, for fire escape and what have
you. If you start adding all of those in you're going to get
in to about ten percent of the footprint that weren't looking
for there. And all of a sudden weren't get economically an
is feasible to put that project on that block.
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAK: That is one of our fears Mr.
9

(unintelligible transmission).

10
11

BOARD MEMBER (MALE):

That's one of our fears Mr.

(unintelligible transmission) --

12

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: I think that Councilman Chinn

13

said that "we're worried about foot print right now and we're

14

just stretching for every inch of that property that we can

15

get."

16

CHAIRMAN ROBIE:

Okay, David.

17

STAFF MEMBER MORRY: Okay, just a quick comment and

18

this for Sam (unintelligible transmission) if we're in any

19

situation where we loose -- Convention Center it is the

20

Council's option is it better not to move it at all and not

21

22
23
24

25

do the expansion. The worst thing that we can do is do an
expanded Center and its too small, we would be wasting money.
BOARD MEMBER (FEMALE): If I may.
CHAIRMAN ROBIE:

Okay, yes, Kim.

BOARD MEMBER (FEMALE): Have we exhausted -- have we
22
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I

really looked at all the ways in which we would like

2

(unintelligible transmission) get the square footage that we

3

need.

4

5

that correct?
MR. QUINN:

10

No.

Yes and no. Uh, we -- we have not

designed the building -- uh
through -- you know

9

We have a

conceptually idea but we have not combined the building --is

6
7

We don't have a concrete plan.

only because you have to go

stage one, two and three before you

get to four. The -- we do know what the foot print is though
because you got the street on one side, street on the other
side, church and Penatonie (phonetically spelled). You know

11

what that footprint is. If you start giving up any of that
12

footprint your giving up -- giving up Exhibit space because
13

the whole criteria of going in that direction originally and
14

still is that we need contiguous space

including our old

15

•

center -- its not that old -- but the existed Exhibit Hall.
16

We want contiguous space through that hall into the next one
17

or there -- or we're going to end up with a hall here and a
18
19
20
21
22
23

hall there and its going to be a configuration that is
unsound.
BOARD MEMBER (FEMALE):

Have we fully analyzed the

possibilities for instance if we locked at the options, just
as option of moving the Merrium to where the Penatonie
(phonetically spelled) we looked at that option to dete;rmine

24
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I

MR. QUINN:

2

BOARD MEMBER (FEMALE): But you feel that you can tell

3

me -- I am not a architect -- I don't know -- but you can

4

5
6
7
8

No.

no.

tell that -MR. QUINN:

No,

no.

BOARD MEMBER (FEMALE):
MR. QUINN:

Tell me with confidence --

In looking out there -- that window. I I

will be honest with you that that concept had never come up
to me because it doesn't look that big --uh -- right there.

9

Because it would be just flat against the Penatonie
10

(phonetically spelled) on the building and flat up
11

against the church and I never -- me personally, no.
12

BOARD MEMBER (FEMALE):

(Unintelligible transmission)

13

that corner -- 14

MR. QUINN:

The Penatonie Building stays and the church

15

stays.
16
17
18
19

BOARD MEMBER (FEMALE):
MR. QUINN:

Oh, okay.

We're talking about the -- actually where

the church parking lot is now and their back doors and their
little ports there in the handicapped graph and -- uh -- the

20

out -- that's the area we're talking about turning and

21

sliding it right into there.

22

CHAIRMAN ROBIE:

Let me ask a question here with staff

23

than I'll recognize whose -- is next -- than Doug -- uh --

24

when we acquired the properties for -- I think that I can
•
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remember this -- when we acquired the properties for the
2
3
4

library, did we design the library first before me acquired
the properties?
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER (MALE):

5

MS. BRANNON:

6

design.

7

CHAIRMAN ROBIE:

8

BOARD MEMBER CHINN:

9

No, absolutely not.

No, we had a concept but we had no

Okay.

Yes, whose next, Tom?
Joe, if I -- maybe I can respond

to some of the concerns about the foot prints support and so

10

--all of you remember in looking over the various plans durin

11

the EIR of the Committee Center Expansion when we decided to
go east. One of the major reasons in my mind --and I studied
this very thoroughly of going -- of not agreeing with SOAKA
(unintelligible transmission) but it was essentially that
while -- had SOAKA had enough square footage in total, it was
a mix of all difference. It was not one great big area that

17
18
19
20
21

Sam needs. Here I think we're going to run into the same
problem. We may in the square footage --we may even go two o
three stories high but it would not be --give you the flat
door space that you need for the
Exhibit. It will not give you the flat (unintelligible
transmission) floor space that you need for even some 6,000

22

(unintelligible transmission) etc. I think that that is wher
23

the problem is. So I think that Jack has been trying to jump
24

into this.
25
25
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MR. QUINN: I thought that I would just respond to M
Mueller's question about cost. We had not studied moving the
building on the site but -- but the significant cost in the
relocation of the building to any location is the preparatior
and the the hoisting and than the replacement. The cost of
moving it today -- or moving it. The block is about $100,00C
so you could save maybe couple hundred thousand dollars but
9

not having to move it the three or four blocks. But you wou d
still be out of $3 and half millions dollars and than you

10

would have to do preparation of the site -- the lot behind t
11

building and you would have to move it across the -- so
12

think that it would be about the same and than a couple
13

hundred thousand dollars.
•

14

CHAIRMAN ROBIE: Okay, Jack, why don't you go ahead with
15

your presentation.
16

MR. QUINN: Well, that's about all that I had kinda what
17
18
19
20

I had to say is that we we did come up with these costs --som
of the costs that we didn't include were structural damage to
the building itself, any material upgrades -- uh --any repair
to the buildings or sides (unintelligible transmission) or

21

sidewalks along the -- along the way. Uh, and our conclusion

22

in the cover letter was that you you'd be better economically

23

at least better served to build some housing even wood frame

24

of about $70.00 a square foot (unintelligible transmission)

25

that is where a copy frame
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•

building of similar size will run for about $85.00 a square
foot.
2
CHAIRMAN ROBIE: On the question of cost of moving the
3

building -- uh -- one thing that strikes me is -- uh -- how
4

many unknowns are there out there
5

MR. QUINN:

Lots.

6

CHAIRMAN ROBIE: Uh -- in terms of moving the building
7
both on the block or out of the block?
MR. QUINN: You've got lots of unknowns. The cost -9
uh -- you know -- it would cost the government if you did
10
damage to the in effect -- you damage to PG&E vaults for
11

instance --uh

12
13

(unintelligible transmission), we were getting

paranoid that we were considering moving anything --I forget
what street that was.

14
15

MS. BRANNON:

J Street.

MR. QUINN: So it was on J Street that they have the big

16

underground vaults so they said that you couldn't go in that

17

direction.

18

CHAIRMAN ROBIE: Okay, well that to me this is for Sam or

19

for staff or maybe for you folks. Is it possible to design

20

the -- I think that this was raised at the first hearing : Is

21

it possible to design the expansion around the Merrium?

22

that go back to Mr. -- Councilman Chinn's question about

23

square footage?

24

MR. QUINN:

Absolutely. Uh

I think that Councilman
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Chinn answered it beautifully. I think we went all through
this in the first meeting we had on it. It is literally
3

economically impossible and it becomes almost physically

4

impossible to design around it -- to have anything meaningful

5
6
7

we would end up -CHAIRMAN ROBIE: Okay, all right is there -MR. QUINN: The last -- the last item I wanted to cover
that there was some consideration as for the relocation of the

9
10

Fasoud Building (phonetically spelled). And the Fasoud
(phonetically spelled) is a --uh -- its a yellow brick and I
couldn't tell what the corners was -- it is a fancy corner

11

•

which is either metal or anything -- is terracotta. But I
12

don't think the front of the building is not alkalized, its a
13

hand laid .brick and it wouldn't come apart very easily. And
14

you put (unintelligible transmission) but I think that you
15

would see that this salt content would look like path work.
16
17
18
19

20

Uh -- but if they like that Fasoud (phonetically spelled), , in
particularly, they would want to put it in a different
location. I would recommend demolishing it and going to a
brick manufacturer and getting a similar brick manufactured to
the one -- to the Fasoud (phonetically spelled) is --

21

structured now which is no problem doing. And then

22

replicating the -- the corner somehow whether ycu do it --

23

Re've done this in San Francisco I believe that is where you

24

an take fiber glass modes, of course, and you replace it in

25
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1

terracotta -- we replaced it in pre-test copy or you can do it
2
(unintelligible transmission) like. So that it would be a
much nicer -- uh -- expensive I think to replicate that you
4

try and preserve.
5

CHAIRMAN ROBIE: Is there any questions for Mr. Quinn.

6

BOARD MEMBER CHINN: Let me just try to understand one

7

thing, Jack, if I may. I think that you have covered it but on

8
9
10

one of the pages actually Signal 22 or 23 -- you don't need to
flip to that on Spencer White. And it now says, "the Show
Date Building of the Merrium 79 foot out to out is showed --

11 showed a street width of 80 foot plus minus." I am
12 particularly concerned about the minus more than the plus.
13 Uh, and that's the measure from building to building, right?
14 Because you have already included 15 foot sidewalks either
15 side?
16

MR. QUINN:

17

BOARD MEMBER QUINN: So so if the -- if the width of the

That's correct.

18 street is less than 80 foot you would only -- you only --even
19 aow you only have 16 inches on each side.
MR. QUINN: Well, that's right if you didn't turn the

20

21 building -- you turn to 72 foot width but still its -- you
22 zhould have a safety note on either side. And you can ha7ie
23
24

-these -- the steal beams sticking out of the edge of the
building and -- uh -- its too heavy of a load for the tractors
to pull it. Its -- its just too constrictive.

25 -
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BOARD MEMBER CHINN:
1

2
3

4
5

But even turning the building to

to face the right way also takes room to -MR. QUINN: That's right, that's right.
BOARD MEMBER CHINN: And besides which the trees are
going down -MR. QUINN:

Yes.

BOARD MEMBER CHINN: The palm trees. Thank you.
7

MR. QUINN: Thank you.

8

CHAIRMAN ROBIE: Okay, let me ask a question on rent

9

it is not a question on rent is it -- any of the

10

(unintelligible transmission) replacement housing for just a

11

second here cause that intrigued me more than anything else.

12 Uh -- on the replacement housing is it possible or reasonable
13 or responsible to look at replacing the Merrium with
14 replacement housing at the same rent levels.
15

MS. BRANNON; The rent levels in the Merrium House --4the

16 Merrium Apartment Building now range from very low income low
17 income to moderate income and they spread those -- its a Whole
18

range there. Twenty-one studio units which is usually and

19

twenty-one bedroom units. However, in a study of the building

20

and similar types of apartment buildings in the surrounding

21

owntown area, we found that the rents were depressed there

22
23
24

lowered than is normal for downtown Sacramento.
CHAIRMAN ROBIE: Is that because of our interest or
ecause of the market place? Or are we creating the market
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place?

I

MS. BRANNON: We have been told by the owners it is due

2

to the cloud over the project because of the Convention Center
Expansion. So the rents are artificially low?

4

MS. BRANNON: They apparently seem to be artificially

5
low.

6

BOARD MEMBER (MALE): What foot range are they?

7

MS. BRANNON: They range from $250 and this is for a '

8
9

studio unit to $410 and those numbers were as of NovemberBOARD MEMBER (MALE): Its not too much.

10

CHAIRMAN ROBIE:

That not to far below market.

11

MS. BRANNON: No, there not drastically below -- but -12

they are slightly below.
13

4111

CHAIRMAN ROBIE: Carol, how many low income -- do we
14
know how many low income folks-that are living in the Merrium
15
-that is by rents there -- by the month -- rent that their
16
paying.
17
MS. BRANNON: No, we do not have a listing of -- uh --the
18
19
20
21

income levels of the present tenants. We do know some of the
tenants and the income levels I would assume range from higher
income to lower -- there is a range. I doubt that all of the
:enants fall within the eligibility for low income housing

22 based on that standards.
23

CHAIRMAN ROBIE: And we talked about replacement housing

24

here we're not talking about the -- the City or the agency in

25 -
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fact constructing 41 units. We're involved in the financing
2
3
4

5

•

of those units perhaps, is that a correction assumption?
MS. BRANNON: We are proposing -- we have laid for you in
this staff report today two options. The first option would
be if the City -- and the City is not usually in the business

6

of constructing housing that usually occurs through the

7

lousing authority.

8

CHAIRMAN ROBIE:

9

MS. BRANNON: But if the City were to step in and

10

:onstruct replacement housing on a one for one unit than we

11

actually at our costs it would be approximately $6.7 million

12

d ollars to construct that replacement building.

Right.

13

We also looked at an option which we have termed "GAP

14

inancing" and that would be -- act as an agent to provide GAP

15

inahcing for a private project that is on the books and ready

16

o go but has not gone forward due to lack of financing to

17

ake the performance work. And that is the recommendation

18

hat we are making a staff report. It would -- if we were to

19

20
21
22
23
24

o that route we would feel confident that we could achieve'

ne to one replacement and possibly greater in the range of.
350 to 600 and 60 somewhere in that thousand dollars.
CHAIRMAN ROBIE: Would we -- would we apply the 20
ercent low income criteria?
MS. BRANNON: Yes, that would be .one of the conditions
CHAIRMAN ROBIE: Okay.
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MS. BRANNON: We're looking not at a fixed percentag

1

2

set aside for low income. We are looking at a range from 15

3

to 30 percent and the negotiations would hit very hard on

4

achieving the maximum set aside possible.

5

BOARD MEMBER MALE:

What I would like to know that if

6 we did that and it went from 15 to 30 percent say low income
7 criteria here would it exceed the low income criteria
8 currently at the Merrium?
9
10
11
12

MS. BRANNON:

We would exceed those rent levels, yes.

BOARD MEMBER MALE: So the Council would be serving that
end of the market or that end of the clientele at a far
greater expense than it occurred -- that is being reached by
the Merrium?

13

MS. BRANNON:" Well, maybe I misunderstood your question.
14

Your saying, "that we provide the - same number of low income
15

units?
16

BOARD MEMBER MALE: Yes.
17

MS. BRANNON: I can't answer that with a definite answer
18

because it would depend on the project that we-negotiate and
19

the total number of units in that project. So you could

zo
21

figure out for -- say for a 30 percent set a side for low
ncome how ever many units you would need to achieve the -d I believe that it is about six -- 26 units that fall

23

ithin that lower income range in the Merrium Building,
resently.
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2
3

CHAIRMAN ROBIE: Okay.
BOARD MEMBER MALE:

Let me make sure. Carol, that is

option two that you're recommending?
4

MS. BRANNON: Yes.
5

CHAIRMAN ROBIE:

Okay, David.

6

STAFF MEMBER MORRY: I was just going to say that
7

obviously you have a different factor in play than Merrium
assuming commercial is no guarantee that either one fee -9

once the cloud is clear and the title is -- assuming that we
10

chose not to go in that direction -- uh -- drafting change in
11

rents in the Merrium or -- such as office its certainly
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

designed in such a way that its easy to be done. And I'm not
aware of any of our print --City's policy that that -- that
they couldn't do that and we wouldn't be able to say a word
because the zonings are already -- correct? (unintelligil4e
1

transmission) in fact -- are these our rules --are these
owned residential or owned commercial also?
MS. BRANNON: I don't know. I'd -- they exist usually
in a C-Three zone. So it is probably a commercial zone.
STAFF MEMBER MORRY: Okay, I guess -- I don't know

21

gotta -- we may have -- I don't know what control we have

22

aver this or not but I would assume that they would go

23

zommercial zone,

24

(Please note: that is a unintelligible transmission as

25
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I

unidentified speakers were speaking in unison.

1

BOARD MEMBER MALE: What is the difference between this

2

and a SRO -- SRO, let's say rehab. for commercial use. We

3

don't have any control in that area do we?
4

MS. BRANNON: No, I don't think that we do.
5

BOARD MEMBER MALE: No, I don't think we do.
6

CHAIRMAN ROBIE: The SROs' that the agency rehab. are
7

-- provided extensive assistance and it usually has a kind a
of commercial use (unintelligible transmission) vinyl floor
9

than we have residential upstairs usually it is in a C-1
10

feature or C-3 value.
11
12
13
,

0

14

15
16

they decide that they want to become a commercial building
they could do that without -- uh -- anything from us?
•

BOARD MEMBER MALE: That
•
would require a special permit.
BOARD MEMBER MALE: Would that be the same thing for the

Merrium?

17

BOARD MEMBER MALE: For commercial use?

18

BOARD MEMBER MALE:

19
20

The the Merrium chose -- let's say

that we went else where with the Convention Center and we
aid, "okay, the Merrium is going to stay" and they said,-,

21

'well, if we're going to stay we want -- we want to go

22

commercial." Would they -- what control do we have over them.

23
24

•

BOARD MEMBER MALE: So if there is an SRO downtown and

BOARD MEMBER MALE:

Well they require special planning

unintelligible transmission) to convert their residential.'

25
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use to a commercial use.
2

BOARD MEMBER MALE: Okay, and that would be our ,control

3

as far as if we want to hold them up for anything?

4

BOARD MEMBER MALE:

5

Right.

MS. BRANNON: But we would not have the ability to

6

dictate that they remain residential. Do you want to

7

continue with questions and answer or --

8
9
10

CHAIRMAN ROBIE: Why don't we let you finish up and then
we will try not to interrupt you.
MS. BRANNON:

Okay, okay. Based on the information

11

that was presented to you by Turner Construction and the

12

findings of their Feasibility Study staff has looked at those

13

findings and has made the following conclusions which appear -

14

in your report. The conclusions are that:

15
16
17
18
19
20

It is not feasible to relocate the Merrium Apartments
Building because there is not adequate width to existing
sites or within the structure of the streets -- of the wide
range of the streets. The building based on the consultant's
recommendation should not be split in half and therefore the
site still remains too great to be moved within the existing
constraints.

21

The 3500 ton weight would probably cause the destruction
22

of some City infer-structure and definitely would buckle or
23

crush sidewalks along any portion of the moving route.
.V1

24

The move would also require the removal of all lights
25
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meters, landscaping, trees and building in (unintelligibl e
transmission) first within the moving route. This could
3

potentially cause damage to existing buildings and to the

4

structure itself when it was being removed.
The total cost associated with the relocations are nOt

6 reasonable and do not constitute a prudent - fiscal major
7 and that is in relation to the $3.7 million that has been
g identified for the relocation. And the potential for
g substantially higher cost into unknowns -- they cannot be
10

11
12
13

classified until the building has been moved.
In addition, the City lacks authority to move
(unintelligible transmission) stake 0-3 which would impede' -move along L Street. And based on those conditions we
conclude that it is not feasible. And I recommend to you
1
that you adopt a resolution tonight finding that it is not
feasible to relocate the Merrium Apartment Buildings.

17

Now I was going to move on in this section of a
presentation to the replacement housing options that we haVe

18
already discuss -- those in terms of questions and answers
19

20

So I think what I will do at this point is pause and if you
have -- if you want more detail on the replacement housing

21
recommendations we can go into those options one by one. But

22
to summarize the recommendations are that we cause the

23
24

:onstruction of replacement housing at least 41 units and
lopefully more units in the replacement area with the set
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1

a side for low income housing within the project that is

2

negotiated. And the recommendation is that we not contract

3

the replacement housing ourselves as the City of Sacramento

4

that instead act as an agency for GAP Financing to subsidize

5

a private -- public private.

6

So those are the recommendations, what we're asking as a

7

conclusion to this report is that the Committee take forward
to the Council tonight the recommendation that the original

8

9

statement of override be held in place and upheld and that

10 Merrium Apartment Building relocation be found infeasible and
11 in its place a replacement housing option be approved and:
12 that the City Manager be authorized to negotiate that
13 replacement housing project and bring it back to you.
14

CHAIRMAN ROBIE: Very good, thank you, Carol. Terry.

15

BOARD MEMBER KASTANIS: Mr. Burns, I got a question

16 pertaining.to timing this is before us tonight -- you need
17 this action to -- is this keeping -- keeping us from
18

progressing with the Convention Center Expansion or not?

19 iiihere are we with that process?
MR. BURNS: I -- to answer your question without even 29
21 going go around to staff to ask the question I would say,
yes. That any delay is a delay, Councilman. And -- uh
22
anyone by itself is not the strongest member (unintelligibe
23
transmission) but we start adding the delay up -- delay,
24
•

After delay, after delay. Yes, it will slow it down.
25
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So, your ready then?

BOARD MEMBER KASTANIS:

I

MR. BURNS:

2

Yes.

CHAIRMAN ROBIE:

3

Okay, Tom.

BOARD MEMBER CHINN:

Question to Carol on the -- by

4

the way, I think the recommendation for the -- trying to find
5
41 housing units is the most -- and that between the two
6
Option 1 and Option 2, I gather Option 1 of the City Bill
7
6.6 (intelligible transmission) Man vs. Option 2, Gap
8
Financing would probably run only about $320 -- about
9
$615,000 is?
10

MS. BRANNON: That would be the maximum that we're

11

looking at.:

12

BOARD- MEMBER CHINN: Okay, and the source of funds for

13

that?

14
15

MS. BRANNON: The source of funds would be the
Convention Center Expansion Project funds.

16

BOARD MEMBER CHINN:

Okay, thank you. Thank you, M-.

17 Chairman.
18
19
20

CHAIRMAN ROBIE: Other questions by Council members?
Doug.
BOARD MEMBER (MALE):

I was just looking at your cost

21 estimates and your options -- uh -- on the parking that yoU
22 4ould want to provide it says, "that a 160 square foot."
23 juess that is your average space -24

MS. BRANNON:

(UNINTELLIGIBLE transmission) each space

25
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would average that, yes.

I

BOARD MEMBER (MALE):

2

And -- uh -- your only doing one

space per unit instead of the one and half required by Code?

3

MS. BRANNON:

4

5

clearance.
BOARD MEMBER (MALE):

6
7
8
9

Right, we would ask for variance

Uh, how many -- uh -- this would

be -- this is based on a 41 units -- uh -- on a 8,000 square
foot site?
. MS. BRANNON: Right.
BOARD MEMBER (MALE):

10

And that -- that's the --

MS. BRANNON: It's slightly larger than the present site
11

of the Merrium Apartment Buildings.
12

BOARD MEMBER (MALE):

Oh, I see, that's the density

13

that is allowed in your white zone?
14

MS. BRANNON:

I'm not sure what the zoning is'on it.

15

CHAIRMAN ROBIE: I think that there's going to be public
16

testimony -- I think -- I will open it up for -17
18
19

23

BOARD MEMBER (MALE): Could you hold it up just for al
second. I was just curious again, on when you 'estimate your
--the $39.00 per foot that would be based on surface parking
only?

21

MS. BRANNON:

22

BOARD MEMBER (MALE):

23
24

Yes.
And in the $70 square foot

hat's the land cost -- I see it -- and you're estimating $79
square foot for construction cost -- I guess is that

25
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1

woodframe or concrete?
2

MS. BRANNON That would be concrete. This falls in the

middle range -- Turner look at recommendations and -- that
4

came up with the range of approximately 72 width frame to 85
5
6
7

for concrete frame.
BOARD MEMBER (MALE): I see.
MS. BRANNON: And this estimate which was done prior to
that falls right in the middle.

9
10
11

BOARD MEMBER (MALE): That's your net -- I mean that's
the hard cost -MS. BRANNON: And the remaining portion underneath that

12

includes the City cost interact as well as fees. And this is

13

a generic estimate, this is based on taking 'a' specific

14

project.

15

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAK:

Let me ask a real basic questi'l o

16

I don't want tore-invent the first hearing. Uh --but why

17

are we doing the expansion at all?

18

CHAIRMAN ROBIE:

19

UNIDENTIFIED (MALE) SPEAKER:

Sam.
Uh -- well, I'll try to

20

condense a thirty minute presentation I did on the first

21

night.

22
23
24

25

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: We found ourselves in a very
precarious situation when it comes -- when it comes to being
competitive in the convention market. We have lived in very
good times as far as the growth. in the business industry here
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in Sacramento. We're seeing growth now as much as 15, 20
percent 20 percent a year on our Occupancy Tax when we know
that paralleling that we have the same growth in our sales
tax form district.
4

The growth from our community for hotels -- and we just

5

finished off the last report at the Convention Bureau for ,

6

1974 to this year. We drew from $3,500 hotel rooms to better

7

to 8,000 hotel rooms in the area. Actually its almost like

a
9

-85 to $8,900 hundred.
To continue that growth and and not become stagnate as

10

we did in the mid 40s', 50s', and 60's when Sacramento was

11

deteriorating rather than growing. As we had -- as our flag

12

ship the Senator Hotel which was built in 1926. We have to

13
14

grow and the only way that we grow is to move into newer ad
better markets and at the same time retain the market that

15 we 'already have. Now most of the market couples that we have
,
--the most market group that we already have. Now most ofi
16

17

the market group that we have right now is starting to outjl
grow us. So if we don't grow then were going to lose ever

18

that that strand of the market that we now enjoy. As an
19

example, we just finished off the California Parks and
20

Recreation Society. They have 23,200 delegates. They spent

21

bout millions -- $4 million five hundred thousand dollars
22

ere in Sacramento. We have been booked for 1993. Uh --they
23

ave flatly told us after this year's convention --after what
24
25
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we went through they must have more Exhibit space or they
2
3
4

5
6
7

will go to again one of the big bordered Cities meaning San
Francisco, LA, Anaheim, San Diego those are the only ones
which are equipped to take care of them.
If we are going to stay. in the Convention Market and I
really stress this -- stay in -- then we must expand. If
we're anticipating any more growth in hotels we must expand.

a

Otherwise, we're going to get very stagnant and we start oh

9

the curve down and in a very short time we will start losing

10

(unintelligible transmission) taxes

11

the last 15 years.

we've seen growth in

12

CHAIRMAN ROBIE: Is that it in a nut shell?

13

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER (MALE):

Yeah, I, think so. How am -

14

I am going to ask before how this relates to the urban design

15

plan nor am I am going to ask you how this ties into the

16

notion of either 24 or 60 hour community because that will

17

take us a while and than --

18
19
20
21
22
23

CHAIRMAN ROBIE: On discussion.
MR. QUINN:

Let me answer part of that for you --

-I think that we're finally starting to see what can happen.
with a very viable Convention Center With A good headquarters
hotels and I would defy anyone to walk around in the area
between 12th and 15th street and see the activity that is
going on right now as to -- compared -- (unintelligible

24

•

transmission) in the early 1970. It is as different as night
25
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and day. And I feel that it is a real picture of what is in

1

the future for all of the K Street Mall and all of that area

2

between Old Sacramento and the Convention Center.

3

CHAIRMAN ROBIE: Okay.

4

UNIDENTIFIED MALE: Is tourism a clean industry or dirty

5

industry.
6

UNIDENTIFIED MALE: Great and clean industry. We
7

BOARD MEMBERS ALL SPEAKING IN UNISON
8

UNIDENTIFIED MALE:

Do you want me to close the full

9

picture on that.
10

CHAIRMAN ROBIE: All right can we -- yeah right, that'
11

right. All right, is there public testimony on this item
12

Yes, sir, would you please come up to the microphone.
13
14
15
16
17

Is

there anyone else who -cares to speak on this item? Okay,
after this gentleman speaks than I'll entertain a motion.
MR. DEVAN: My name is Dennis Devan. I live at 10 San
Mateo Court. Our represent SOCKA (phonetically spelled)
today and some of the comments today were already brought Up

18

on the movement -- movement of the building. I do have a

19

drawing from our architect that points out that we feel

20

(unintelligible transmission) relocation interlock would make

21

ense and I don't where we can pin this on the wall --

22

CHAIRMAN ROBIE: Can you give me your address again.

23

MR. DEVAN:

24

CHAIRMAN ROBIE: Okay, that's here in Sacramento?

Ten San Mateo Court.
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I

MR. DEVAN: . Yes, it is.

2

CHAIRMAN ROBIE:

BOARD MEMBER MALE: That's in my district --

3
4

(unintelligible transmission).
CHAIRMAN ROBIE: Okay, how can we see this thing?

5

MR. DEVAN: What we got --

6

CHAIRMAN ROBIE: What we got though (unintelligible

7

a
9

Okay.

.transmission) we could probably use a screen. If we can
bring that down here -- its black and white and
(unintelligible transmission).

10

How long have you been working on this proposal to move
11

the building within the block.
12

MR. DEVAN:

Oh, about three days.

13

CHAIRMAN ROSIE: Okay.
14

. MR. DEVAN.: We do have a letter from our President that
15

I would like to pass around to you. Which has Page 4 this
16

map.
17
18
19
20

CHAIRMAN ROBIE: Fine.
MR. DEVAN:

We would like to basically go on record

here SOCKA (phonetically spelled) we think that this report
has been incomplete legally and inadequate and the cost

21

projects have been flawed. Uh, we think that this thing

22

needs to --take a closer look at it.

23
24

First of all, I think that staff of this relocating
in the block, this drawing here doesn't -- your drawing

25
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doesn't point out that in the block - we find out when your
1

in county -- 14th Street and move the Merrium next to the
Penatonie (phonetically spelled) Building on -- across the
3

street from the old Pacific Bell Building you lose 7,100
hundred feet -- 7,125 feet by moving it there. You have a
5

contiguous piece of direct footprint of 9,500 counting the
6

set backs on the existing Convention Center for
7

(unintelligible transmission) 4 feet width and 14th Street
and all the other land there that's -- we have bordered it in
9
10
11

red. We think that this is enough space where you can
J 1,
redesign or design or finish the design work on the expansion

to accomplish what you want to accomplish.

12
13

Now in the staff report of October 4th, there's
indicated that you need.to -- somewhere you need 156,000

14

square feet for expansion and a 100,000 of that is for th0

15

main ball room area -- exhibit area. The others is for

16

reading rooms and so on. Your not going to get it in 95,000

17

feet

18

going to have to take it up or your going to have to reduce

19

the project.

20

put it on that corner -- it will be right across the stree.

21

from the nice building, the Pacific Building it is kinda like

22

a big brother and little sister area so that they can keep li, an

23

eye on each other. Uh, that's our policies. But we do think

24

that the report -- the silent report -- people failed to give

Your not going to get it in a 102,000 feet. Your '

We're suggesting that you up save the MerriuM

25 -
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•

them a proper assignment. Therefore, we think that the
decision to save this report -- we think that it is
incomplete and it should be taken back for further

to

study this particular point. And when we talk about
conceptual laid outs of the Convention Center, the expansion
we we would sure like to see something concrete to come out
to the public to go on record what this thing is going t o
look like. It brings up a lot of issues as far as cost and
9
so on which I will get to later.
10
11

Let me go into the report a little further. We think
that secondly not only in this footprint (unintelligible

12
13
14

transmission) any questions on this here?
BOARD MEMBER MALE: So Your suggesting another question
--so your suggesting that the expansion

7-

that the facility

15

be --ah -- very brief in square footage and that we go up in

16

whatever number (unintelligible transmission).

17

MR. DEVAN:

Well, you have 50,000 for the Exhibition

18

area and I think that you can pick up the rest on the J

19

Street side which is where you want it anyway. Uh -- to give

20

you a 100,000 feet across. And then also you have the

21

eeting rooms and maybe a ballroom in there -- uh -- working

22

the (unintelligible transmission) areas, the architects

23

an do volume things and that's what were proposing at --

24

CHAIRMAN ROBIE: How do you respond to Mr. Quinn's

25

uestion we -- I asked him that there would essentially have
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to be some sort of sement or place laid down on the bill

1

--

along the property -- in the property (unintelligible

2

transmission) in order to carry the weight of the building

3

over to either this side or any other side of the building.

4

MR. DEVAN: That's a technical question and I am not

5

able to answer that. I think that it would be a fairly

6

costly item (unintelligible transmission). Any other

7

estimation you can work -- two bids. You got two estimates
' so that we -- with those and get a better feel for where the
9

numbers lie. Uh, obviously it is going to be cheaper than
10

driving down the (unintelligible transmission) knocking down
'11

trees and so on (unintelligible transmission). So that is
12

•

why we think in the long run it would (unintelligible
13

transmission) -- back it up about 300 feet and turn a left
14

and park under K Street (unintelligible transmission) -15

BOARD MEMBER (MALE):
16

for it.

17
18
19

See if you can build a road way

MR. DEVAN:

Right, (unintelligible transmission) but

:hat's our proposal for SOCKA (phonetically spelled). We
also -- we also feel that the staff report failed to analysis
he -- excuse me, to replace the housing mitigation

21

thoroughly enough, its inadequate. It fails to meet the

22 guidelines of SEQUA and we think that this needs to be

23 studied further.
24

We also feel that the cost in the study are flawed in

25 .1
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I

the Option 1. One, when you talk about $79.00 per square

2

foot, the construction cost -- uh

3

transmission) tremendous money. If your talking about

4

custom home down in the pocket area, I am sure that you can

(unintelligible

get a very find custom home built for around $60.00 to $65.00
6

dollars. Here we're talking -- just taking medium price,

7

medium to middle the market type housing -- and we're trained
to be a lot cheaper than concrete framing and your talking

9

$40.00, $45.00 -- $45.00 is the cost. So there is a

10

(unintelligible transmission) -- there are cost estimates in

11

the report.

12

Also we're talking about 41 one bedroom units -- in the

13

report where we have as -- as we have mentioned earlier 41

14

studies and 21 bedrooms, they average about 500 per square

15
16
17
18

foot rather than 7.50 and we figure that the $79.00 times the
50 percent exaggeration here in square footage -- you can get
a very inflated cost here. In fact, the final cost of $6
million 600 thousand is is really ridiculous and its more
insulting than formerly. It comes out to 165,000 per unit

19

but -- that just doesn't make sense.
20

CHAIRMAN ROBIE:

Can I stop you there just for a few

21

seconds. What would be your cost? What would be your
22

ftumbers?
23

MR. DEVAN:

First for replacement?

24

CHAIRMAN ROBIE:

Yes.

25
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MR. DEVAN:

I

We don't know replacement, we want to keep

it.

2

CHAIRMAN ROBIE:

3

Well, I know but other than that you

didn't answer my question. You're -- you're talking about

4

these numbers. What would be your numbers if there so far

5

off give me your numbers.

6

MR. DEVAN:

7

If we were going to fund the site -- let's

just pick a site, maybe, within a ten block radius it
9

wouldn't be $70.00 a foot -CHAIRMAN ROBIE:

What would you pick for land cost

10

downtown? What number would you use?
11

MR. DEVAN:

Well, if you go to commercial zoning you

12

will have some problems but I think that if you go further
13

out -- a little further north maybe we're talking about
14

$20.00 or $40.00, maybe even less -- uh -15

CHAIRMAN ROBIE:
16
17
18
19
20

We want to replace it in a central

district downtown. We don't want to put it out in midtown.
We want to -- you know -- several blocks away if possible.
So we're talking about those land prices.
MR. DEVAN:

Well, it depends on -- you know -- whether

it is two blocks, one block away you got a problem. And I

21

think that if you move three or four blocks then the price

22

stops considerable.

23

I'm not really up on that -- if anybody could it would be Mr.

24

?oppie (phonetically spelled) with his expertise to to being

And I haven't done a price survey so

25
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some more facts (unintelligible transmission) early but it is

1

not $70.00. I think that we can draw it there and give me a

2

week to (unintelligible transmission) and that would be the

3

other item (unintelligible transmission) to verify some of

4

these estimates from staff, its quite, quite exaggerated.

5

CHAIRMAN ROBIE:

6

You see that's where I guess I am

having problems. I have a real problem accepting just that
7

kind of comment without facts in front of me because there
exaggerated. I want to know how they are exaggerated? By
9

how much there exaggerated, using who, what calculations and
10

what appraisals?
11

MR. DEVAN:

The cost of construction -- I'm in

12

appraisal (unintelligible transmission).
13

CHAIRMAN ROBIE:

14

MR. DEVAN:

15
16
17
18

Okay.

Plug a broker and we can -- when we do any

(unintelligible transmission) in the categories of
appraising, you plug in replacement cost new and then the
building (unintelligible transmission) and then you figure'
what the depreciation which is anywhere between 10 percent

19

(unintelligible transmission). If you go with replacement

20

cost new, we have not seen any construction cost, any type of

21

housing -- in fact I called last week -- a friend in

22

Vacaville/Solano County, Fairdale (unintelligible

23

transmission) home project there in Rancho Solano --customer

24

quality houses. He's got the actual cost of construction --
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they don't exceed $65.00 for a premiere custom home. So when
you talk $79,000 -- $79.00 for a (unintelligible
transmission) medium priced multi-level residential.
CHAIRMAN ROBIE: I suspect that your probably right but
we're talking about downtown land prices. Your talking about
highly different numbers here.
MR. DEVAN:

For a construction cost?

CHAIRMAN ROBIE:
9

110

For land acquisition total cost. See

that's where I think that we're getting fouled up here.

10

Here's the point that the Merrium is not going to be moved --

11

that our obligation is to replace that housing and that I

12

think is the consensus of the Council. Okay, all right and

13

that is something we want to do hopefully we go beyond the 41-

14

units and in the identical form -- the same kind of lay outs

15

the 5,000 square footage -- footers and soforth. Uh, where I

16

guess I have difficulty is grasping the facts here in terms

17

of the arguments -- if these things are so flawed than I need

18
19
20
21

some specifics of precisely how are they flawed because I

don't -- I agree with you I don't think I can accept that
recommendation. If you say that these things are so flawed
then I need that specific criticism right in front of me that
says "this is how this is flawed."

22

MR. DEVAN:

Construction cost are flawed --

23

CHAIRMAN ROBIE:

How?

24

MR. DEVAN:

Seventy-nine dollars is not realistic?
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1

CHAIRMAN ROBIE:

2

Why not? As compared to what,

architect?

3

MR. DEVAN:

4

As building to (unintelligible

transmission) apartment market -- if you built -- you can
probably built the facility at $40.00 to $45.00 dollars a

6
7

square foot nice quality -CHAIRMAN ROBIE:
MR. DEVAN:

9

In the downtown --

I don't think that it matters where it is

built?

10

CHAIRMAN ROBIE:

11

MR. DEVAN:

Oh, I think it does.

I think that we have a problem here.

12 Construction cost vs. land acquisition cost are two

•

13 categories. Construction cost per square foot is that -- one 14 thing that you can figure out -- I don't think its midtown or
15 the pocket area if you can get a similar price. The Cost of
16 the land -17

CHAIRMAN ROBIE: That throws you off.

18

MR. DEVAN:

That's another item, I haven't researched

19

that -- I admit that. Seventy dollars a foot, I don't think

20

-- I think that's wrong,

21
22
23

CHAIRMAN ROBIE:

Okay.

BOARD MEMBER CHINN:

Let me say something, if I may,

ask Dennis a question. If you are arguing, Dennis, that our

2quare foot is costly and too high and your offering to drop
24
•t down to your $50.00 category that actually makes your
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comparison worst and I will tell you why. As far as we have
2

heard from Jack Quinn already about the fact that moving just
3

within the block itself would still be about $3 and half
4

million bucks or (unintelligible transmission) for 41 housing
5

units. If you compare then $3 and a half million to a now -6

a $50.00 square foot by -7
8.

MR. DEVAN:

will agree with you on that.

9
10

•

Its not a big chunk of the total bill,

BOARD MEMBER CHINN:

No, what I'm saying is that the

comparison is even worst because now your comparison of $3

11

and a half million to something less than $2 million for this

12

same amount of housing, how can that be justified moving the

13

Merrium over there for $3 and a half million bucks when under"

14
15

your figures we can do replacement housing for less than
that?

16

MR. DEVAN: Well, we're talking -- sometime you gotta

17

go beond talking dollars and cents. We're talking history

18

here, we're talking about moving the City --

19

CHAIRMAN ROBIE:

20

BOARD MEMBER CHINN: (Unintelligible transmission)„.

Moving the City.

21

ell, but you raised the question of dollars and cents,

22

ennis?

23
24
25

MR. DEVAN:

But that was my whole spill that's why,

(unintelligible transmission)
BOARD MEMBER CHINN:

-- well, pretty much.
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•

CHAIRMAN ROBIE:

Why don't we let you finish, Dennis,

2

and if there is any further questions then -- all right, all
3

right.
4

MR. DEVAN:
5
6

Let me finish here so that I can -- but I

can -- We can handle these numbers and as we have talked
about the numbers on the whole project -- anyway you got 1 -fly
letter, its on the record. Mark's (unintelligible

8
9

0

transmission) letter. I -- if I could say this that we find
it ironic that SOCKA (phonetically spelled) -- we find it

10

ironic that staff has miss-read its relocation on the Merrium

11

on the basis that its not -- its not -- it hasn't been

12

prudent. And we haven't really seen anything come out of the

13

City's staff yet . that sounds prudent especially-for the

14

Convention Center - 7 staff. In fact we write letters, we

15

don't get responses and we have to dig deeper into the

16

economics for this project. In fact the last article in the

17

Summer Town News we found more information there then we did

18

from trying to talk with staff. We find that TLT

19

(phonetically spelled) cost is -- should be 75 percent of

20

operation for the Convention Center that is just

21

unbelievable and that brings up the point that we --

22
23
24

CHAIRMAN ROBIE:

Wait, wait, wait I guess that I can't

.ceep interrupting you where did you get that number?
MR. DEVAN:

That was quoted from -- uh -- Finance

•

25

Director, City of Sacramento --
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CHAIRMAN ROBIE:

Sam, you want to respond?

STAFF MEMBER (MALE):

Ah, yes the word "operation','

there -- in there very quickly that is a totally untrue
statement.
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: I thought so. Jesus.
STAFF MEMBER (MALE):

If you take a whole budget, ',yes,

75 percent comes from TEALE DEX (phonetically spelled) but if
you take our operating budget excluding our bond payment and
some of the other costs that we have -- that pay back on Our
9

loan that we made many many years ago. No, that is not
10

true statement, thank you.
11

CHAIRMAN ROBIE:

Well, Dennis, with all due respect,to

12
the press figures like that that's -- that best be found by
13
14

talking to people- who deal with those numbers on a regular
basis rather than someone who deals as a.function of a press
release work.

16

MR. DEVAN:

Well, we would but I understand that the

17 lawsuit has really stone walled communications between City
18 and the SOCKA (unintelligible transmission) so I apology -7
19

CHAIRMAN ROBIE:

20

MR. DEVAN:

Yeah.

Is that -- I would like it if.._someone'-

21 4ould provide that information to me that could say it.•
22

CHAIRMAN ROBIE:

Would you please get Dennis the

23, accurate information -- I really -24

STAFF MEMBER (MALE):

All of that information is

25
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contained in our Annual Report and we would be more than
happy -CHAIRMAN ROBIE: Please get a copy to him.
MR. DEVAN:

I would like it if I could, Mr. Chairman, I

would like to get back to Betty Mocseoka (phonetically
spelled) -CHAIRMAN ROBIE:

Fine, I feel -- absolutely.

MR. DEVAN: Is that at all feasible?
CHAIRMAN ROBIE:

9

Yes.

MR. DEVAN: Do we have to check with the attorneys?

10

CHAIRMAN ROBIE:

11

No. Betty, make sure that they get

the accurate information rather than having to read about in

12

the neighborhood newspaper.
13

MR. DEVAN:
14

That would be great. Anyway in summary we

would just like tosay that we think this (unintelligible
15

transmission) has not been done properly. We have to be more
16

thorugh. And we would like to pose and ask that City Council
17

take that action today to to hire a third party -- financial
18

consultant expert to re-study the costs, the income and
19

expenses for the Convention Center that this thing be re20
21
22
23
24

worked -- the Cooper and Lybrand study of December of the
draft of '87 is now getting to be stile and obsolete. New
umbers are coming up and I think we need with this project'
S80 million dollars plus which has the potential -- for a
-- settle the main budget of this City for 20 to 30 years

25
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especially if the income projections don't make it.
2

We need to have somebody, a third part -- we think that
3

inhouse staff has too much pressure on them to give a fair

4

and unbiased evaluation of the incoming expenses on this
5

project and we would request that officially that we would

6

get a third party independent team of experts to study the --

7

this whole convention center project not just the relocation

8

the whole project.

9

CHAIRMAN ROBIE: Okay, yes, David.

10

BOARD MEMBER SHORE:

Yes, just two things. One, is

11

that I don't know how this process has been with the

12

lawsuits. I know that lawsuits always affect communication

13

to some extent but at least -- and I don't know to some

14

extent that is part of the record for any legal process due

15

to today -- but I know that during the whole Convention

16

Center process we had good communication and indeed had - Sam

17

and his staff in my office with people from the Old City

18

Association and Mr. Compel (phonetically spelled) and others

19

to go over -- to go over in detail the SOCKA (phonetically

20

spelled) Proposal and (unintelligible transmission) and

21

'respond to it -- and take a chance to access it and get back

22
23

lis -- give back his feedback to SOCKA (phonetically
spelled).

24
25 -

So I was -- I was within my office where I felt that
here was very good communications and full openness during
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1

that whole process. Sometime lawsuits change things. I
2

don't fully -- the other thing that I wanted to pass on -- I
3 .

don't know fully how to evaluate -- here is a letter from a.
4

policy standpoint because obviously there is litigation and
5

the letter reads to me like it was written by an attorney and
6
7
8

9
10

0

r

And I image today's action by the Council, if not
satisfactory to SOCKA (phonetically spelled) it also becomes
part of the litigation process. So with that hanging over us
and knowing that that things are sometimes written or done in

11

front of us for the purposes of setting up a lawsuit after--

12

after there -- there away from this process, its hard for me

13

to evaluate to what extent this letter is directed to us to

14

try and persuade or sway us or affect our opinion or whether

15

this letter was written more for judges at some future point.

16

Its just something because of the situation were in right

17

now.

18

MR. DEVAN: Council Shore, I can only assure you that

19

this letter was not drafted by an attorney. In fact, the

20

comment you asked for a pre-evaluation and it was just

21

brought yesterday to Council -- you can take that for what v

22

it's worth.

23

•

I image that it now becomes part of the litigation process.

24
25

(Unintelligible transmission) when I first got started
about -- in this thing about a year ago (unintelligible
transmission) nice old building, I didn't know a thing about
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what was happening. I got involved in the (unintelligible

1

transmission) digging a little deeper and then the thing
started catching people's eyes. Again, again is the

3

economics of this project really started to shake people up.

4

And I think that the Board (unintelligible transmission)

5

SOCKA (phonetically spelled) we started pocking about and we

6

couldn't get answers properly -- but somebody project that

7

Cooper & Lybrands projections vs. staff's projections didn't

8
9

jive. The worst end of that is this project economically for
the health of the City and if the Merrium never existed neVer

10

existed we would still be here.
11

CHAIRMAN ROBIE:

Well, I think that issue -- that is

12

the same argument that we made in the 1960s' when they first
13

built the first Convention Center. And it was also the same
14

argument in the 1920s' that was the subject of a lawsuit
15

over the Memorial Auditorium. So I guess that in the year,
16

2010 when we do the next expansion that will also be the same
17
18
19

20

argument.
MR. DEVAN:

I guess that is our turn (unintelligible , 1

transmission).
CHAIRMAN ROBIE:

All right, all : right any other

21 questions for Dennis? All right, thank you very much. Is
22 :here further public testimony on this item? Lou, do you
23 want to speak? (LAUGHTER FROM THE AUDIENCE)
24

All right, what is the pleasure of the Committee? All

25
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right, we have a couple of votes coming in. All right,
2

(unintelligible transmission) go ahead.

3

All right, staff's recommendations are moved by

4

Councilman Shore, second by Councilman Chinn (unintelligible

5

transmission) remember that this item is on Council -- it is

6

in the proceeding.

7

BOARD MEMBER (FEMALE):

8
9

(Unintelligible transmission)

I would like to make a substitution motion and I predict that
it will go no where but I feel a compulsion to state what I

10

think is a rational approach at this point. And that is

11

don't think that the issue is are we going to expand the

12

Community Center or not? I support some kind of expansion

13

I'm not ready to swallow the $8 million dollars figure which -

14

we heard and know that staff is re-evaluating that. But the.

15

issue is given the fact that we have a lawsuit out there --

16

I think that we can -- to make certain that we are very

17

careful -- evaluated in each step in this process given the .

18

fact that I don't think that we have seen all of the options

19

analyzed. And I don't think that I should have to be an

20

architect to to analyze all of the information that is out

21

there so far.
I think that we need to look at hat are the

22
23

pssibilities of moving the Merrium block and is there a way

24

to get the square footage that the Convention Center requires
for an efficient ex.tended operation -- given the fact that We

25 -
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can acknowledge the value -- historical trees along Capital
Mall -- ah -- it says here we could at least take a little
bit of extra time and take a look at whether or not we can
4

(unintelligible transmission) historical building which not
5

only has historical value but provides housing unless people
6

are living in the trees -- I don't think that trees provide

7

that dual all purpose.

8
9
10

So there by I would make a substitute motion that we
direct Sam to work with the consultants and analyze the
possibility of moving the Merrium on the block -- look at all

11

of the possible locations that it can sit and give us an

12

estimate of the cost.

13

Further more, analyze whether or not we can get the

14

square footge required for . a Community Center Expansion.

15

CHAIRMAN ROBIE:

16

a second to that motion?

17
18

(unintelligible transmission) is there

BOARD MEMBER (FEMALE) : :

I would like to ask a question

about the motion.

19

CHAIRMAN ROBIE: Yes, Ms. Harris.

20

MS . . HARRIS: I would like to know approximately how.,..much

21

22

time that would take?
CHAIRMAN ROBIE: To do a reevaluation or a evaluate

23
24

25

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER (MALE):

Just the cost of figure

put whether or not to move it within the block?
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UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER (FEMALE):

cost --

1

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER (MALE):

-- couple of days --

2

that's no problem (unintelligible transmission) I don't think
3

-- see something a little bit different because the cost -4

real cost involved is that Jack can build them up and put it
5

back in place. Now Jack can move ahead and make a move -6

(unintelligible transmission) (Please note that all Board
7

Members were speaking in unison). I think that the actual
8

moving cost -- the transit cost of about $100,000 a day.

9

the bulk of -- how many days are we (unintelligible

10

.

transmission).

11

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER (MALE):

12

(unintelligible

transmission).

13

UNIDENTIFIED. SPEAKER (MALE):

So you might

you

14 might say a couple hundred thousand dollars -- $300,000 of
15 the cost. I don't think that that would change the rational
16

of that.
BOARD MEMBER (FEMALE):

17

That part of it might not take

18 -- I don't know about the other -- or maybe every other

19 2ouncil Member has carefully reviewed all of the data and is
20

:onvinced -- I -- I would like to see marked off whether or

21

not either either of these proposals up here on the wall

22 which I saw first today -- or is there some other way to get
23 the square footage and have an efficient expanded site.
24

•

There's a program in designing (unintelligible

25 -
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1

transmission) and we can get .a call on -- our programmers

2

Jack -- (unintelligible transmission) came to the October 4th

3

hearing -- that's there extensive test going on the program

4

and design elements of the building -- we could have him

5

(unintelligible transmission) and my estimation on the time

6

to put together the presentation data would probably be two

7
8
9
10

weeks to a month, although, they have thousands of basic
analysis already and that is what was presented to you on
October 4th and it did deal with many of these issues. S it
would be a re-capsuling of that report that was presented to
you orally and that in addition to that he could respond

11

to any specific questions that you had in relation to the
12

protection of the MerriuM -- another location on site.
13

BOARD MEMBER (FEMALE):

Let me ask -- let met as Kim,

14

Kim, what are you trying -- what are you trying- to learn?
15

What an extended -- time here. What more information do you
16

-- would you like to see?
17

BOARD MEMBER (FEMALE):
18
19
20
21

I think that I have a hard

time believing that if the -- if we really wanted to do
something like this that we could make it work, that we could
-- an expanse Community Center -- that's but -- that -ion't think that we have exhausted that option. I think that

22

4e ought to exhaust that option given the fact that we have

23

Litigation out there, given the fact that we -- affordable

24

ousing in that location where we want housing --

25
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1
2

particularly we want -BOARD MEMBER (MALE):

Let me ask a question of Erica

3

(phonetically spelled). Okay, what would be the factors that

4

would cause you to believe that in fact we have exhausted

5

that option.

6

BOARD MEMBER (FEMALE):

If we take the actions

7

proposed in my substitute motion which is give use the final

8

figures on moving it in the block -- the different locations

9

on the block and having our programmers -- I guess look

10
11

through -BOARD MEMBER (MALE):

No, what what I am going to do

12

is -- let's say that we do that. Let's say that the

13

Committees agree.with you and we go through that and we go

14

through another evaluation and the information is no

15

different than that there -- would be still no difference?

16
17
18
19

BOARD MEMBER (FEMALE):

And then I could go to the

(unintelligible transmission) Council and take it off. All
that is necessary (unintelligible transmission).
BOARD MEMBER (MALE): Under those conditions would you
vote for demolition?

20

BOARD MEMBER (FEMALE):

I'm not saying that I would.

21

I would ever vote for demolition but I would feel at least"
22

that we've conducted a rational profit.
23

CHAIRMAN ROBIE:

Last -- Chinn on motion --

24

yes, I have a substitution motion. Any more debate or
25
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discussion on the substitution? Is there a second? The
motion dies as lack of a second. Then on the main motion any
comments?
BOARD MEMBER (MALE):

I just wanted to make one quick

comment just for the record. Again, I don't know to what'
extent that this record is for legal purposes or not. My'
7
8
9
10

recollection has been on this and I think that on the
Francisca that the primary aide of SOAKA (phonetically
spelled) was not housing but preservation. Whether

and I

specifically recall in the (unintelligible transmission)

11

Francisca and I think on this one also is that even if

12

preserved as an office building what they want is

13

preservation. So. I don't think that its been historicall y

14

the people that have sued us for the housing issue even

's

[

15

though that's always their component now. Uh, I would say

16

that when we face this issue at the Convention Center not

17

only on (unintelligible transmission) proposal expansion

18

(unintelligible transmission) if that was to occur but that

19

there is also the issue of -- there is other discussions

20

about taking away some of the retail and that sort of thing.

21

If we lose the Convention Center, we just ought to change Our

22

votes in our village because if we're going to expand we gOt

23

to expand right.

24

25

CHAIRMAN ROBIE: Okay, I am going to ask for a roll call
n the second.
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BOARD MEMBER (FEMALE):

I would like to ask for a

friendly amendment -- you know -- that there was no
substitute and that is if we clarified it when we
(unintelligible transmission) separate housing -- we need a
separate placement housing which will be available prior to
6

any action taken with regards

actually actually to

7

knocking the building down.
8

And further more, that that replacement housing not be
9
10
11
12

housing that is already -- that we not use a Gap Financing
(unintelligible transmission) housing that is already i n
(unintelligible transmission)
CHAIRMAN ROBIE:

Let me clarify the motion. Let meV,

13

clarify the motion. The amendment means that demolition of

14

the Merrium will not take place until replacement housing is

15

constructed, is that correct? All right that would delayl

16

demolition, all right --

17

BOARD MEMBER (MALE):

I would accept this today b

18

I would accept that we come back and evaluate that whole

19

issue because Kim did raise the issue of how do you tie it

20

together, frankly I haven't given it a lot of thought.

21

(Unintelligible transmission) replace the housing and

22

replacement in the -- central city -- so -- and that's been

the

23 my strong discussion with Doc and other staff that we do
24

that. Kim raised an interesting issue. Let's try to to

25 ,flair that issue out but let's not -- I don't want it as part
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1

of this motion but I don't disagree with us coming back and

2

us trying to make sure we understand that (unintelligible

3

transmission) so that we can make sure (unintelligible

4

transmission). So I don't accept the amendment but I do

5

accept the idea that we would come back with staff's report

6

on this.

7

CHAIRMAN ROBIE: All right.

8

BOARD MEMBER (FEMALE):

So immediately you would

request staff to develop a staff report.

9
10
11
12
13
14
15

BOARD MEMBER (MALE):

I don't think that its right to

come back with some sort of time line and how we're going to
structure this so that we can make sure that its assured.
Because I -- because it wasn't the original staf

position _

to request the housing and it is the Council's policy so I
think that its important that we make sure that it occurs.
BOARD MEMBER (MALE):

So we're talking about the

16

schedule for replacing the housing, all right.
17

BOARD MEMBER (MALE):

As far as this motion -- no,

18

let's keep the motion as it stands.
19

BOARD MEMBER (MALE):

We should be able to bring that .

20

back in a short order because if the Council approves it
21

:onight, the resolution then it gives us the full authority,
22
23
24

:o negotiate which we haven't had.
CHAIRMAN ROBIE:

All right, Tom.

BOARD MEMBER CHINN:

If I may, I just want to clarify.

25
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I

one thing. Since everyone is talking about laws and and so

2

forth and so on, let met state for the record that as far as

3

I am concerned I'm voting on this issue here from the

4

recommendation of staff based on my knowledge architecturally
engineering wise and so forth that the -- that the -- ah -that the impact of the Merrium within the block would

6

jeopardize the proper function of the Community Center and I

7
8
9
10

don't want to go on the record just because one person says
so that we are voting without adequate consideration. I
believe that we have been through this at the last couple of
hearings and have seen the expert testimony by Mr. Jed

11

(unintelligible last name) and I think we know what we're'
12

doing. :Thank you.
13

CHAIRMAN ROBIE:

All right. I'm just going to make

14

this a real quick statement on the replacement housing. Uh,
15

I want to clarify that we're talking about replacement
16

housing and we're talking about also relocation costs that
17
18
19
20
21
22

,
when:staff comes back with the schedule that Councilman Shore
has requested -- uh, you are to come back with a report that
was on a paramount schedule, that is, construction of
replacement housing at the time of construction of of the
convention center facilities. So does it make sense to move
those two in parallel so that that issue then of housing

23

becomes much more clarified? Also when you come back is

24

think its the consensus of the Committees that replacement;

25
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1

housing take place in the central cities -- in the downtown,

2

all right?

3

All right, please read the roll and the main motion.

4

MS. SECRETARY:

Committee Member (unintelligible

transmission), I'm sorry, she's not here.
6

CHAIRMAN ROBIE: Right.

7

MS. SECRETARY:

8
9
10
11
12

Committee Member Chinn.

BOARD MEMBER CHINN:
MS. SECRETARY:

Aye.

Committee Member Ferris

BOARD MEMBER FERRIS:
MS. SECRETARY:

Aye.

Committee member Kastanis.

BOARD MEMBER KASTANIS:

Aye.

MS. SECRETARY: Committee Member Mueller_.
13

BOARD MEMBER MUELLER:

No.

14

MS. SECRETARY: Committee Member Pope
15

BOARD MEMBER POPE:

Yes.

16

MS. SECRETARY:

Committee Member Shore.

17

BOARD MEMBER SHORE:

Yes.

18

MS. SECRETARY: And Chair person Serna.
19

BOARD MEMBER SERNA:
20
21
22
23
24

CHAIRMAN ROBIE:

Aye.

All right, than this motion passes- and

it goes to the City Council for this evening's meeting wit
the due pass recommendation.
All right, that's the last item to come before the Joint
Committee, we're going to start the budget and Finance

25
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Committee in about two minutes.
2

(Whereupon the Joint Co—ittee was adjourned.
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BUDGET AND FINANCE/TRANSPORTATION & COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEES
AGENDA
Tuesday, March 7, 1989
2:00 p.m.

City Council Chambers
915 I Street
Sacramento, CA
1. Res. approving an amendment to the Master Interagency Agreement with
the Sacramento Regional County Sanitation District and authorizing
execution of the amended agreement. (D-A11)
RECOMMENDATION OF STAFF:

RECOMMEND APPROVAL AND FORWARD TO
COUNCIL

SACRAMENTO HOUSING AND REDEVELOPMENT AGENCY

2. Report back regarding Single Room Occupancy Replacement Housing (SRO).
(D-A11)
RECOMMENDATION OF STAFF:
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